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• Excellent outcome of advFL with available therapies (10-yrs OS 82%)
• 70-80% of patients have manageable FL

• Consider the less toxic approach

• Avoid late events

• Some pt are cured (old, low risk)

• 20-30% have high risk disease
• Early identification (How?)

• Consider experimental tx

• Reduce the rate of high risk patients

• Overcome bad features of high risk patients

• Risk adapted strategy seems appropriate

Follicular lymphoma in 2021



Tools for tailored treatment

INDUCTION CONSOLIDATION PRE-EMPTIVE
TREATMENT MAINTENANCE

PRE-TREATMENT
OUTCOME PREDICTORS

(PROGNOSTIC SCORES, 
HISTOLOGICAL MARKERS, 

BIOMARKERS, etc ) 

POST-TREATMENT
OUTCOME PREDICTORS

(PET-Scan
FLOW-MRD

PCR-MRD, etc ) 

Outcome predicQon in FL



Clinical prognostic scores
(both classical and new…)



FLIPI has a sensitivity of 70–78%
but a specificity of only 56–58% to
predict POD24 in patients treated
with R-CHOP or R-CVP, suggesting
that many patients assigned into
the high-risk FLIPI category may
not ultimately experience POD24



Neither of the available
indices has thus far had a
definiQve role in altering
clinical management, mostly
because their accuracy to
idenYfy high-risk situaYons
remains imperfect



2y PFS 83%

2y PFS 45%

HR = 4

29% at high risk

Michel Meignan et al. JCO doi:10.1200/JCO.2016.66.9440





TMTV -> FL cells SUVmax -> ME T-cells



Biomarkers impacting survival or transformation in follicular lymphoma (FL).

Relander T et al. JCO 2010;28:2902-2913
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Despite several interesting data, 

none of these biological 

prognosticator has been 

validated for clinical use in FL



Several genomic mutaQons have been 
described in FL



Gain or cnLOH of 2p is correlated with 2-
year progression; CDKN2A/B deletion with
worse PFS; CREBBP and TP53 deletions
predict worse OS

The increased number of genetic
alterations was associated with a greater
propensity of progression within 2 years



A study using whole-genome sequencing of paired
lymphoma samples found that the clonal evoluQon
underlying early progression was limited, at least when
compared to clonal changes underlying transformaYon

early progression transformation





This observation may suggest that the determinants of early progression are potentially present in
the diagnostic tissue specimen, whereas transformation to aggressive histology may be much more
difficult to predict





Clinicogenetic risk model: m7-FLIPI

- Mutation status of seven genes

(EZH2, ARID1A, MEF2B, EP300, FOXO1, CREBBP, CARD11)

+ 

- Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index (FLIPI)

+ 

- Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status



the m7-FLIPI was found to have the highest
accuracy and positive predictive value for
POD24 and identified a smaller group of
high-risk patients



PRIMA TRIAL



Jurinovic V et al., ASH 2019

Whereas the m7-FLIPI predicted
outcome in patients treated with
rituximab-based regimens, it was not
prognostic for patients treated with
obinutuzumab. Furthermore, it was
prognostic in patients who were treated
with CHOP/CVP, but not in patients
receiving bendamustine

m7-FLIPI appeared to be driven 
mainly by EZH2 mutation status

GALLIUM TRIAL
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Whereas the m7-FLIPI predicted
outcome in paYents treated with
rituximab-based regimens, it was not
prognosQc for paYents treated with
obinutuzumab. Furthermore, it was
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EZH2 mutated paYents seemed to benefit from CHOP/CVP 
backbone schedules -> predicYve marker? 



Given the emerging signal that outcome correlations are tightly related to the specific treatments
received, it is not surprising that these and other immune signatures have not been universally validated.



using an adapted gene expression predictor, Silva et al. validated the prognostic relevance of a modified
“23” gene predictor in 137 patients treated with R-CVP, with or without maintenance

PRIMA TRIAL





GALLIUM TRIAL







Outcome predicQon in FL
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GADOLIN TRIAL
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PET response and Minimal Residual Disease impact on 
Progression-Free Survival in Patients with Follicular Lymphoma 

(N=41)

Luminari et al. Haematologica 2015
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• Lack of effecQve tools to idenYfy high-risk paYents (20-30%)

• POD24 is a validated predictors of poor OS

• The deepness of response at the end of treatment (MRD/PET) is predicYve of poor PFS and OS

• Many promising biomarkers at baseline have been described, both based on mutaYons, GEP,
microenviroment .... but none has been validated for clinical use in FL, so far

• Most of these biomarkers are Qghtly dependent on specific treatment schedules (R-CHOP vs BR
vs novel drugs…???)

• Pre-empYve and treatment tailoring strategies are currently under evaluaYon in clinical trials

• A risk-adapted strategy seems appropriate but a deeper biological knowledge of the tumor is
needed to idenYfy and validate predicYve biomarkers for successful clinical use

Biology of high-risk follicular lymphoma in 2021:
CONCLUSIONS
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